The Plan – content and intended outcomes
Art children will:
Explore classical Greek art
themes and styles, including
pattern repetition, light and
dark contrast, silhouette
images and produce their
own interpretations in
different media, to develop
and introduce new
techniques.
Science children will:
Explore electricity, including creating circuits with
buzzers and lamps to explain variations in
function such as lamp brightness, buzzer
loudness, on/off function, and create simple
circuit diagrams.
Explore forces, including air and water resistance
and friction. Explore how mechanisms such as
levers allow a smaller force to have a greater
effect.

Maths children will
Y5/6 develop fraction, decimal, percentage
understanding and use this to solve basic calculations
and problems.
Y 5/6 learn formal methods for long division to divide
larger integers by 2 digits
Y5 geometry to understand and calculate angles

Develop canon singing
with songs from other
cultures including Kenyan
rounds.

Computing

Y6 begin basic algebra to solve simple equations

Design and Tech children will:
Design and build a sculpted 3D Cyclops model
using text illustrations and classical Greek art
as sources, using tools to roll, pinch, overlay
and sculpt.
Explore the role of pillars in architectural
support and how these were used by the
Greeks, looking at their differences and uses
and developing a model to test.

Physical Education
Children will
Religious Education

Music

Develop competitive invasion
games skills including tag
rugby, netball, football,
applying basic principles for
attack and defence.

French Children will

Geography children will
Explore the similarities and differences in
human and physical geography between
Greece/ Athens and Britain / Telford.

Develop use of simple phrases to
talk about themselves, their
families and lives

Be able to locate Greece and other European
countries using maps, and identify key regions,
characteristics and cities.
English children will
Develop grammatical knowledge including Y5 /6
spelling patterns, modal verbs, conjunctions,
simple and complex sentences, subjunctive, formal
vs informal, use of brackets / dashes / commas to
add extra information.
Explore Greek myths and Greek storytelling
including the Homeric tales. Develop formal
writing skills in job advertisements / applications,
and instructions. Develop creative writing skills in
recounts and narratives.

History children will
Explore Ancient Greek
life and understand
their achievements on
influence on the
Western world.

To be used for topic planning, skills and intended learning outcomes.

